Who Anton Wilhelm Amo Remapping Jungle
anton wilhelm amo: basic writings introduction - anton wilhelm amo is a philosopher far more often
mentioned than studied. interest in him has generally been motivated by his remarkable biography: taken
from west africa to amsterdam as a small boy, he was brought to germany soon thereafter to work as a
servant in legal statement - university of illinois - anton wilhelm amo, who, through his remarkable life
and outstanding activities as a student, master, lecturer and philosopher at a european university, was able to
demonstrate the great capabilities of his people and to uphold their dignity. anton wilhelm amo
(1703-1750s) visions between slavery and ... - anton wilhelm amo (1703-1750s)– visions between slavery
and enlightenment, between europe and africa on november 22nd 2013, sub-project 4 of the bayreuth
academy of advanced african studies convened a workshop on anton wilhelm amo, also known as „antonius
guilielmus amo afer ab aximo in guinea”, germany’s first black philosopher. anton wilhelm amo: the
intercultural ... - verlag bautz - the wilhelm anton amo and his philosophy solves a very special aca-demic
need. the book first attempts to throw more light on the life of amo. there are of course, some writings on his
life, but in the process of presenting this enigmatic african, many inaccuracies have arisen to cloud the history.
information and contact anton wilhelm amo - izea.uni-halle - anton wilhelm amo an african philosopher
in early modern europe organization: dwight lewis (university of south florida / emory university) and falk
wunderlich (martin-luther-universität halle-wittenberg) locations interdisziplinäres zentrum für die erforschung
anton wilhelm amo: the african - philarchive - anton wilhelm amo (c. 1700 – c. 1750) – born in west
africa, enslaved, and then gifted to the duke of braunschweig-wolfenbüttel – became the rst african to earn a
ph.d. in philosophy at a european university. contextual identity: the case of anton amo afer - consider
the case of anton wilhelm amo. assumed to be born in ghana in the first half of the eighteenth century, amo
was brought to germany at the age of around three or four, where he was reared by a phil 125 2018
syllabus - scholar.harvard - amo, anton wilhelm. 1734. the apatheia of the human mind or the absense of
sensation or sense in the human mind and its presence in our organic and living body. this transcript is
issued on the understanding that it is ... - anton wilhelm rudolph. for the duke, the gift of an african child
was an opportunity to conduct an enlightenment experiment, exploring what would happen to an african ... he
called himself anton wilhelm amo afer, using the word for african in latin, the . language of european
scholarship. so he wanted to be known, then, as amo the nature, human nature, and human difference:
race in early ... - tions, no conferral of rank. 4 on a narrower understanding, however, anton wilhelm amo
may rightly be held up as the first african philosopher in modern history. phl 202: history of modern
philosophy - rochester - descartes, sor juana de la cruz, anton wilhelm amo, david hume, mary shepherd,
and mar-garet cavendish. we will think with them and others about the sources of knowledge, the nature and
epistemological role of perception, the relationship between the mind and the body, matter and motion, and
the existence and signi cance of god. master thesis final - scholar.ufs:8080 - eighteenth-century african
academic philosopher in germany, anton wilhelm amo (c. 1703 – c. 1756). even though there was a handful of
distinguished africans in early eighteenth-century europe, their contribution to, and/or engagement with the
big intellectual conversations of their time is often neglected.
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